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Make Your Students the Main Character 
in Their Reading Success Story
Introducing new Rigby® PM Leveled Readers featuring long-time favorite characters, engaging 

informational texts, the precise leveling you count on, and over 280 NEW TITLES.

 
The Gold Standard in Leveled Reading Just Got Better
Whether you are working in a balanced literacy framework as a Reading Recovery® teacher or wanting 

new titles for small-group reading, the new Rigby PMs will take your instruction to the new levels called for 

by today’s rigorous standards. 

 
Rigby PMs Provide the Keys to Success in Student Reading

• Practice: Whether students are engaging with beloved characters involved in new adventures or 

learning to read informational texts, Rigby PMs make reading practice irresistible. 

• Accomplishment: Meaningful texts with precise leveling give students the confidence to move to the 

next level as their skills gradually increase.

• Enjoyment: Age-appropriate, relatable, and relevant stories appeal to diverse student backgrounds.
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Bring Stories to Life and 
Confidence to Reading
Combining the precise leveling teachers trust with the characters students love, Rigby PMs build 

confident, fluent readers. 

Reinvigorate Guided Reading  
with Brand-New Titles
Longtime favorites meet new friends in 280 brand-new readers that inspire confidence and support 

students as they make the leap from learning to read to reading to learn. 

 

Story by Annette Smith
Illustrations by Ivan Alfaro

Little Bulldozer  
Helps Again

Level

1752654

Fiction 
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littlebulldozerhelps_20292_us_cvr.indd   2-3 12/13/18   11:23 AM
 
Little Bulldozer teaches students that even the littlest 
friends can help and feel appreciated. 

By Jenny Giles
Photographs by Lindsay Edwards
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Non-fiction 

The TeacherThe Teacher

teacher_20384_us_cvr.indd   1-2 11/16/18   1:36 PM
 
Build a sense of community following the activities of a 
teacher and her students through a typical school day.

Story by Sally Cowan
Illustrations by  

Christina Miesen
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PM Level 18

17 The Class 
Slide Show

Asha’s class is having a photo slide show.  

Everybody needs to take some photos of their  

family and friends. But Asha’s camera is nowhere 

to be found. Will she be able to join in the  

slide show, too?

the_class_slide_91838_us_cvr.indd   2-3 21/03/16   5:28 PM

 
Comforting a friend and offering to help teaches students 
to be kind and solve problems.
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What Makes Rigby PM Leveling So Precise?
Every title is intentionally written to ensure sentence structure, word choice, and illustrations align with 

leveling guidelines. 

 

 

Vocabulary and 
High-Frequency Words

Sentence Structure

Print Concepts

Word Count

Punctuation

Illustration/Text Match

Print and Layout

Text Type

Recurring Characters

?! Tt

Controlled Text Elements
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Teach to Every Reader’s Needs 
with NEW Lesson Plans 
Comprehensive Take and Teach lessons support you in meeting today’s goals for rigorous literacy 
instruction that prepares students to demonstrate high depth of knowledge levels. For every title, you’ll 
work in small groups with your students to develop comprehension, vocabulary, and fluency— 
and to prepare them with the skills they need for standards mastery. 

Boost close 
reading skills.

Find evidence 
to support main 
ideas and claims. 

Use vocabulary 
strategies, such 
as context clues, 
to grow deep 
word knowledge.

Use writing and 
speaking to express 
understanding 
at high depth of 
knowledge levels.
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BACKGROUND & CULTURE
Build and expand the background 
knowledge essential to comprehension.

KEY IDEAS
List main events of the 
story in sequence.
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The Peacock and the Crane
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INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 

Options for Teacher-Led Sessions

❍	 Key Ideas & Details ....................................... 2

❍	 Story Structure ............................................. 4

❍	 Theme ......................................................... 6

❍	 Respond & Extend ........................................ 8

Online Printables

Vocabulary Network 
Organizer

Oral Reading Record

Comprehension Quiz

Tabletop Minilessons: Reading

Story Structure

Theme 

TEXT X-RAY

KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE

• Peacock wants everyone to 

admire his beautiful feathers.

• One day he meets Crane, who 

ignores him.

• He insults her because she 

refuses to compliment him.

• She replies that she can fly but 

he can’t.

• Peacock learns a lesson: You 

don’t need fine feathers to be a 

fine bird. 

Key Vocabulary

beautiful (p. 2)

peacock (p. 2)

waving (p. 2)

crane (p. 4)

feathers (p. 8)

rainbow (p. 10)

long (p. 12)

clouds (p. 14)

flapped (p. 16)

himself (p. 16)

Before reading, take a picture 

walk, pointing out the main 

characters and the setting. 

Remind children that fables 

sometimes use animals that 

talk and act like people to teach 

readers a lesson. Ask children to 

name and talk about any other 

fables they know, such as The 

Lion and the Mouse or The Tortoise 

and the Hare.

TEXT COMPLEXITY

READING LEVEL I  OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex

GENRE Fable

WHY THIS TEXT?

Peacock wants everyone to admire his beautiful feathers. Most other animals do, but 

not Crane. She ignores him, so he insults her looks and praises his own beauty. She’s 

not impressed. As she flies off, Peacock realizes that beauty isn’t everything. Plain 

text and inviting illustrations help children easily understand the moral of the fable. 

VOCABULARY NETWORK

Words About Character Traits proud (adj.), mean (adj.), truthful (adj.)

1The Peacock and the Crane
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1re_ttc_peacock.indd   1 1/23/19   4:42 PM

TEXT X-RAY 
Text X-rays save you hours of prep time by 
mapping the key challenges and learning 
opportunities students will encounter in 
advance of the text so you don’t have to 
uncover them on your own.

WHY THIS TEXT? 
Each lesson plan starts 
with a summary of 
the story’s plot and 
introduces the main 
characters.

TEXT COMPLEXITY 
The Guided Reading level 
and an Overall Rating of 
complexity for each title is 
provided at the beginning 
of each lesson.

LANGUAGE
Boost oral language, the 
foundation of balanced literacy, 
with academic vocabulary words 
and expressions.
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Key Ideas & Details

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Windy Nights: dark and wet

• Windy Nights: ships are tossed at sea

• Snowsheeting: When winter comes, it’s freezing  

cold . . .

• Snowsheeting: . . . what a thrill!

English Learner Support

Use the picture clues to compare the topic of 
each poem.

2–7

How is the poem “Windy Nights” like the poem 

“Snowsheeting”? (Both poems talk about weather. Both 

poems rhyme.) How is it different? (“Windy Nights” is about 

frightful, stormy weather. “Snowsheeting” is about having fun in 

winter weather.)

Guide Prompt students to identify the topic of each poem. 

Point out that they are both rhyming poems that discuss 

weather, and ask students to find examples that support this. 

Then discuss how the topic of each poem is different. 

Vocabulary Network rhyme

TEXT EVIDENCE

• I couldn’t even get out of my door.

• There were thousands of poor people didn’t have no 

place to go.

• picture clues

English Learner Support

Use the picture clues to discuss the problem.

Spanish cognate: problema (problem)

8–9

What is the problem in “The Flood”? (A bad flood leaves 

people with no place to go.)

Guide Prompt students to find text and picture clues that tell 

what is happening. Discuss why the boy could not get out of 

his door. Read the last stanza of the poem and discuss what is 

happening to the other people. 

Vocabulary Network stanza

TEXT EVIDENCE

• wind is high

• dark and wet

• ships are tossed at sea

• picture clues

What is the topic of “Windy Nights”? (storms) 

Guide Remind students that the topic is a single word or 

phrase that tells who or what the poem is about. Prompt 

students to find text clues that tell what the poem is about. 

Discuss the meaning of these clues. Then find the clues in the 

detailed illustrations.

2–3

GUIDE INSTRUCTION 

Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.

GENERATE INTEREST 

Prompt children to make predictions and share 

connections.

• What topics do you enjoy reading or writing about?

• What does it mean to rhyme? 

• What do you enjoy about rhymes?

BUILD VOCABULARY 

Develop vocabulary and explore language connections.

• rhyme (n.), stanza (n.), repetition (n.)

2
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Windy Nights and Other Poems

Grow Close Reading Skills  
with Guiding Questions 
A can-do approach to project-based learning ensures you’re teaching ELA Standards while 
broadening background knowledge to build conceptual understanding across the curriculum.
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Make Lessons Fun with  
Respond & Extend Activities
Respond & Extend Activities provide creative ways for students to apply what they have learned in the 
book and lesson.

Respond & Extend

Printed in the U.S.A.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 XXXX 24 23 22 21 20 19 18
4500000000

GUIDE INSTRUCTION 

Explain that the students will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to text. Then, assign 

and support one or more of the following activities below.

GENERATE INTEREST

• Which poem would you recommend a friend to  

read? Why?

• Which style of poetry do you enjoy reading or writing?

BUILD VOCABULARY

Review this week’s activities and have students 

re-rate their understanding of target words and 

language. 

• rhyme (n.), stanza (n.), repetition (n.)

Research Connection

Research Poets

• Research one of the poets 

from the text.

• Think of interesting facts 

you would like to know, 

such as where he or she is 

from or what inspires him 

or her to write?

• Record three interesting 

facts to share with the 

group.

Project

Illustrate a Poem

• Choose a poem you 

enjoyed reading from the 

text.

• Create your own 

illustration to show how 

you visualize the poem.

• Discuss your illustration 

with a partner.

1737634

Response Writing

Write Your Interpretation 

• Choose your favorite poem 

from the text.

• Closely read it again and 

think about what the poem 

means to you.

• Write to explain your 

interpretation, or 

understanding, of the 

poem.

Hands-On Activity

Act It Out

• With a partner, choose a 

poem from the text that 

includes people.

• Decide who will be each 

character, or take turns if 

there is only one character.

• Determine the mood and 

use emotion to act out  

the poem.

Vocabulary & Language

Figurative Language

• With a partner, find an 

example of figurative 

language in the text.

• Draw a picture of the literal 

meaning, then draw a 

picture of the figurative 

meaning.

• Discuss your drawings 

with the group.
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Windy Nights and Other Poems
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Windy Nights and Other Poems
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Windy Nights and Other Poems
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Windy Nights and Other Poems

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY
Foster curiosity and active 
learning by applying the 
story’s theme or main ideas 
to something new.

RESPONSE WRITING
Ease students into rigorous 
performance assessments 
with these engaging writing 
prompts.

VOCABULARY & LANGUAGE
Uncover and discuss how 
vocabulary and language 
impact meaning in the text.
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Grow Knowledge  
Across the Curriculum 
Every lesson includes ideas for hands-on activities and text-related projects to ensure students build 
knowledge across the curriculum. 

SCIENCE CONNECTIONS
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PM Level 22

Race Through

  Space!
What if there was a space station at the very edge 

of our solar system? How would you get from there 

to Earth?

Learn how to make an exciting board game to race  

your rocket past Pluto and the planets on the way to 

Earth. Then, write your own rules and play your game  

with a friend!

PM
 G

uided Reading
Race Through Space!

Sally Cow
an

Sally Cowan

Photographs by 

Lindsay Edwards

race_space_92422_us_cvr.indd   2-4 30/03/16   5:34 PM
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PM Level 23

24

Who Live in

Antarctica
People

Antarctica is the coldest and windiest continent  

in the world. But there are scientists, doctors, chefs, 

builders, and other types of workers who live and work 

there all year round. Despite the very harsh conditions, 

they are able to live comfortably in Antarctica. 

PM
 G

uided Reading
People W

ho Live in A
ntarctica

D
ebbie Croft

Debbie Croft

people_antarctica_92538_us_cvr.indd   2-4 31/03/16   5:32 PM

My Musical 
Instrument
Debbie Croft

Photographs by  
Lindsay Edwards
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PM Level 18

17

Our teacher asked us to make a musical instrument  

to play in front of the class. I had a great idea for my  

musical instrument!

my_musical_91814_us_cvr.indd   2-3 23/03/16   1:56 PM

SOCIAL STUDIES CONNECTIONS
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PM Level 22

24

23

20

Sophia and her parents have traveled to Greece  

for a family wedding. But Sophia feels very anxious.  

She can only speak a few words of Greek. How will  

she understand everyone?

PM
 G

uided Reading
Sophia’s Big W

edding
Pam

ela Rushby

Story by Pamela Rushby
Illustrations by Dede Putra

Sophia’s  
Big Wedding

sophias_wedding_92415_us_cvr.indd   2-4 29/04/16   9:34 AM

PM Level 19
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Blue Lake is a beautiful place, near the middle of  

the city. Find out about the plants and animals that  

live at Blue Lake, and why the lake is a great place  

for everyone to visit.

Blue Lake
Carmel Reilly

blue_lake_91968_us_cvr.indd   2-3 23/03/16   2:12 PM

PM Level 19
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Uluru is an enormous rock in the middle of Australia. 

Uluru is very important to the Anangu people,  

who have lived there for thousands of years.  

There are many things to do and see at Uluru.

Why People Shoul  
Visit Uluru

Carmel Reilly

why_people_visit_uluru_91890_us_cvr.indd   2-3 23/03/16   2:14 PM
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Discover a Research-Driven, 
Evidence-Based Approach
According to the 2018 Guided Reading Research Review (Patricia Ciuffetelli), there 
are three factors needed to ensure the effective implementation of guided reading:

1. Knowledge of students’ reading levels and needs in order to select appropriate 
instructional texts and thus support new learning

2. Use of guided reading strategies—modeling, questioning, prompting, and explicit 
teaching—that provide opportunities for learners to problem solve, negotiate 
meanings, and engage in critical thinking to deepen comprehension and “reading 

power” (as quoted by Fountas and Pinnell)

3. Time to implement guided reading through high-quality instructional texts and 
a sound understanding of the text difficulty 
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Pinpoint Every Reader’s  
Perfect Fit with Precise Leveling 
See how text features gradually increase in difficulty as students progress through the color-leveling brands.

PM Orange Reading age 6.5–7.0 • Levels 15, 16, 16/17

Increase in word count, more pages and chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. Three-syllable words are introduced 
along with opportunities for teaching students how to break difficult words down 
into smaller parts or syllables.

Increasing introduction of irregular 
high-frequency words. 

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au
14
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PM
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 1

6

Text Type: Information Report (Informative)
Curriculum Areas: Humanities; Science
ISBN: 978 0 17 026613 0 (set)
© 2014 Cengage Learning Australia Pty Ltd

Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?

Carmel Reilly

bridges_66130_au_crd.indd   2-3 8/05/14   12:59 PM

Annette Smith

BikesAll About

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au
14
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Text Type: Exposition (Informative)
Curriculum Area: Humanities
ISBN: 978 0 17 034975 8 (set)
© 2014 Cengage Learning Australia Pty Ltd

I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith

Bike
Safety

bikesafety_49758_au_crd.indd   2-3 14/07/14   11:17 AM

Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM O ange 

Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 

10

PM Red Reading age 5.0–6.5 • Levels 3, 4, 5, 5/6

• Reinforce 50 high-frequency words.

• Use simple sentence structure.

PM Orange Reading age 6.5–7.0 • Levels 15, 16, 16/17

Increase in word count, more pages and chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. Three-syllable words are introduced 
along with opportunities for teaching students how to break difficult words down 
into smaller parts or syllables.

Increasing introduction of irregular 
high-frequency words. 

For learning solutions, visit cengage.com.au
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?

Carmel Reilly

bridges_66130_au_crd.indd   2-3 8/05/14   12:59 PM
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith

Bike
Safety

bikesafety_49758_au_crd.indd   2-3 14/07/14   11:17 AM

Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM O ange 

Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 

10

PM Yellow Reading age 5.0–6.5 • Levels 6, 7, 8, 8/9

• Introduce approximately 100 high-frequency words.

• Introduce new vocabulary in familiar concepts.

Sally  
and the  
Big Slide

Level

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

1752704

Story by Beverley Randell
Illustrations by Meredith Thomas

Fiction 

4

bigslide_21305_us_cvr.indd   1-2 12/4/18   6:55 PM

Story by Annette Smith
Illustrations by Ben Spiby

Kitty Cat  
and the Frog

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

Level

1752743

Fiction 

8

kittyfrog_21732_us_cvr.indd   2-3 11/3/18   11:48 AM

PM Orange Reading age 6.5–7.0 • Levels 15, 16, 16/17

Increase in word count, more pages and chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. Three-syllable words are introduced 
along with opportunities for teaching students how to break difficult words down 
into smaller parts or syllables.

Increasing introduction of irregular 
high-frequency words. 
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?

Carmel Reilly
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith

Bike
Safety

bikesafety_49758_au_crd.indd   2-3 14/07/14   11:17 AM

Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM O ange 

Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 

10

PM Blue Reading age 5.0–6.5 • Levels 9, 10, 11, 11/12

• Establish approximately 160 high-frequency words.

• Develop familiarity with vocabulary through the use of recurring characters.

Story by Debbie Croft
Illustrations by Chantal Stewart

Level

1752636

Fiction 

10
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Jolly Roger and the Fish 

jollyroger_00815_us_cvr.indd   2-3 12/13/18   11:19 AM

12



PM Orange Reading age 6.5–7.0 • Levels 15, 16, 16/17

Increase in word count, more pages and chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. Three-syllable words are introduced 
along with opportunities for teaching students how to break difficult words down 
into smaller parts or syllables.

Increasing introduction of irregular 
high-frequency words. 
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?

Carmel Reilly
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith

Bike
Safety

bikesafety_49758_au_crd.indd   2-3 14/07/14   11:17 AM

Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM O ange 

Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 

10

PM Green Reading age 5.0–6.5 • Levels 12, 13, 14, 14/15

• Establish approximately 250 high-frequency words.

• Reinforce familiar suffixes, letter clusters, and compound words.

Retold by Annette Smith
Illustrations by Tamsin Hinrichsen
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Level

1752677

Fiction 

13

foxandstork_20629_us_cvr.indd   2-3 12/8/18   3:24 PM

PM Orange Reading age 6.5–7.0 • Levels 15, 16, 16/17

Increase in word count, more pages and chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. Three-syllable words are introduced 
along with opportunities for teaching students how to break difficult words down 
into smaller parts or syllables.

Increasing introduction of irregular 
high-frequency words. 
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?

Carmel Reilly
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith

Bike
Safety

bikesafety_49758_au_crd.indd   2-3 14/07/14   11:17 AM

Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM O ange 

Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 

10

PM Orange Reading age 6.5–7.0 • Levels 15, 16, 16/17

• Increase complexity through increased word count, pages, and chapters. 

• Place a higher emphasis on narrative and nonfiction texts. 

• Introduce three-syllable words and guide students in breaking down difficult 
words into smaller parts and syllables. 

Increasing introduction of irregular 
high-frequency words. 
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?

Carmel Reilly
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith

Bike
Safety

bikesafety_49758_au_crd.indd   2-3 14/07/14   11:17 AM

Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM O ange 

Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 

10

PM Orange Reading age 6.5–7.0 • Levels 15, 16, 16/17

Increase in word count, more pages and chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. Three-syllable words are introduced 
along with opportunities for teaching students how to break difficult words down 
into smaller parts or syllables.

Increasing introduction of irregular 
high-frequency words. 
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?

Carmel Reilly
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith

Bike
Safety

bikesafety_49758_au_crd.indd   2-3 14/07/14   11:17 AM

Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM O ange 

Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 

10

PM Turquoise Reading age 7.0–7.5 • Levels 17, 18, 18/19

• Increase the introduction of irregular high-frequency words.

Increasing introduction of irregular 
high-frequency words. 
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?

Carmel Reilly
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith

Bike
Safety
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Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM O ange 

Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 

10

13



PM Orange Reading age 6.5–7.0 • Levels 15, 16, 16/17

Increase in word count, more pages and chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. Three-syllable words are introduced 
along with opportunities for teaching students how to break difficult words down 
into smaller parts or syllables.

Increasing introduction of irregular 
high-frequency words. 
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?

Carmel Reilly
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith

Bike
Safety
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Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM O ange 

Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 

10

PM Gold Reading age 8.0–8.5 • Levels 21, 22, 22/23

• Introduce more complex sentences with an average of 10 words, with many of 
those words being multisyllabic. 

By Purple, skills such as the ability to 
break down spoken and written words into 
syllables, respond to digraphs and blends, 
decode grapho-phonic cues, identify silent 
letters, notice common prefixes and read 
common suffixes are established.

Sentences are more complex and are an 
average length of ten words. Multi-syllable 
words are used frequently throughout Gold.
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Some countries have heavy falls of snow during winter.  
It can be fun to play in snow. 

But it is not safe for cars, buses and other vehicles  
to travel along roads that are covered in deep snow. 

Luckily, there are special snow machines  
that people use when there is deep snow. 

Some snow machines are used to clear snow  
off roads and paths. 

Some machines are used on ski fields,  
where people have fun in the snow.

Snow Blowers and Snow Throwers
Snow blowers and snow throwers 
blow snow from roads and paths. 
They can even blow snow from a railway line. 

Snow throwers are often smaller than snow blowers. 
Some are small enough for one person to use. 
Many people have their own snow thrower at home. 
They use it to move snow from their driveways 
and paths.

In winter, snow machines do the heavy work. 
They are used to keep roads and railway lines open. 
They can be used for smaller jobs, too, 
such as clearing the path to the front door of a house! 

Winter time would not be easy or as much fun 
without snow machines.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording.
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Snow Machines
1 Why is it not safe for cars to travel on roads covered in deep snow?
2 Why do snow ploughs have big tyres?
3 Which snow machine looks like a motorbike?
4 Why do snow mobiles have skis?
5 How do the metal tracks on a snow cat grip the snow?
6 Why are big snow cats used as buses?
7 Why does snow have to be blown from railway lines?
8 Why do many people own snow throwers?

Snow Machines
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Shops that sell paint cannot keep all the colours  
that people may want to buy. 
Large machines are used to mix these paints.

Word Count: 437
Text Type: Explanation (Informative)
Curriculum Areas: The Arts; Science
ISBN: 978 0 17 035883 5 (set)
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Finally, the tin of paint is taken out 
of the mixing machine.
This paint will match the colour 
on the card the customer chose.

Retell this Explanation
Read this explanation again.
Record yourself as you retell the explanation.
Listen to the recording.
Check! Did you remember most things in the explanation?

Questions about How Paint Is Mixed
1 Why do some paint colours need to be mixed?
2 Why do paint shops have cards showing paint colours?
3 Why does each paint colour have a different name?
4 Why does the coloured paint need to flow from the cylinder to the small tube?
5 Why is it necessary to use a base paint?
6 Why is white paint easy to mix with other colours? 
7 Why is the lid of the tin pressed on firmly?
8 How are the different colours mixed together?
9 Why do the colours need to be completely blended together?
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By Debbie Croft

Illustrations by  
Nives Porcellato  

and Andrew Craig

When people go to a shop to buy paint,  
they can choose from hundreds of different colours. 
Sometimes, there are many different shades  
of the same colour.

Paint shops have small pieces of card  
that show the colours that can be made.  
People look carefully at these cards  
and choose the colour they want to buy.  
Each colour has a different name.

Paint-mixing machines make it easy to mix paint.
Many tins of paint can be made the same colour 
if the amounts of coloured paint are measured carefully.
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Reading age 7.5–8.0

Levels 19, 20, 21/22
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Pu ple 

Reading age 8.0–8.5

Levels 21, 22, 22/23
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Gold

11

PM Orange Reading age 6.5–7.0 • Levels 15, 16, 16/17

Increase in word count, more pages and chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. Three-syllable words are introduced 
along with opportunities for teaching students how to break difficult words down 
into smaller parts or syllables.

Increasing introduction of irregular 
high-frequency words. 
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?

Carmel Reilly
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith

Bike
Safety
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Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM O ange 

Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 

10

PM Purple Reading age 7.5–8.0 • Levels 19, 20, 21/22

• Establish skills such as the ability to break down spoken and written words into 
syllables, respond to digraphs and blends, decode graphophonic cues, identify 
silent letters, notice common prefixes, and read common suffixes. 

By Purple, skills such as the ability to 
break down spoken and written words into 
syllables, respond to digraphs and blends, 
decode grapho-phonic cues, identify silent 
letters, notice common prefixes and read 
common suffixes are established.

Sentences are more complex and are an 
average length of ten words. Multi-syllable 
words are used frequently throughout Gold.
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Some countries have heavy falls of snow during winter.  
It can be fun to play in snow. 

But it is not safe for cars, buses and other vehicles  
to travel along roads that are covered in deep snow. 

Luckily, there are special snow machines  
that people use when there is deep snow. 

Some snow machines are used to clear snow  
off roads and paths. 

Some machines are used on ski fields,  
where people have fun in the snow.

Snow Blowers and Snow Throwers
Snow blowers and snow throwers 
blow snow from roads and paths. 
They can even blow snow from a railway line. 

Snow throwers are often smaller than snow blowers. 
Some are small enough for one person to use. 
Many people have their own snow thrower at home. 
They use it to move snow from their driveways 
and paths.

In winter, snow machines do the heavy work. 
They are used to keep roads and railway lines open. 
They can be used for smaller jobs, too, 
such as clearing the path to the front door of a house! 

Winter time would not be easy or as much fun 
without snow machines.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording.
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Snow Machines
1 Why is it not safe for cars to travel on roads covered in deep snow?
2 Why do snow ploughs have big tyres?
3 Which snow machine looks like a motorbike?
4 Why do snow mobiles have skis?
5 How do the metal tracks on a snow cat grip the snow?
6 Why are big snow cats used as buses?
7 Why does snow have to be blown from railway lines?
8 Why do many people own snow throwers?

Snow Machines
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Shops that sell paint cannot keep all the colours  
that people may want to buy. 
Large machines are used to mix these paints.

Word Count: 437
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Finally, the tin of paint is taken out 
of the mixing machine.
This paint will match the colour 
on the card the customer chose.

Retell this Explanation
Read this explanation again.
Record yourself as you retell the explanation.
Listen to the recording.
Check! Did you remember most things in the explanation?

Questions about How Paint Is Mixed
1 Why do some paint colours need to be mixed?
2 Why do paint shops have cards showing paint colours?
3 Why does each paint colour have a different name?
4 Why does the coloured paint need to flow from the cylinder to the small tube?
5 Why is it necessary to use a base paint?
6 Why is white paint easy to mix with other colours? 
7 Why is the lid of the tin pressed on firmly?
8 How are the different colours mixed together?
9 Why do the colours need to be completely blended together?
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By Debbie Croft

Illustrations by  
Nives Porcellato  

and Andrew Craig

When people go to a shop to buy paint,  
they can choose from hundreds of different colours. 
Sometimes, there are many different shades  
of the same colour.

Paint shops have small pieces of card  
that show the colours that can be made.  
People look carefully at these cards  
and choose the colour they want to buy.  
Each colour has a different name.

Paint-mixing machines make it easy to mix paint.
Many tins of paint can be made the same colour 
if the amounts of coloured paint are measured carefully.
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Reading age 7.5–8.0

Levels 19, 20, 21/22
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Pu ple 

Reading age 8.0–8.5

Levels 21, 22, 22/23
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Gold

11

PM Orange Reading age 6.5–7.0 • Levels 15, 16, 16/17

Increase in word count, more pages and chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. Three-syllable words are introduced 
along with opportunities for teaching students how to break difficult words down 
into smaller parts or syllables.

Increasing introduction of irregular 
high-frequency words. 
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?

Carmel Reilly
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith

Bike
Safety
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Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM O ange 

Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 

10

PM Silver Reading age 8.5–9.0 • Levels 23, 24, 24/25

• Increase frequency of sentences with two or three clauses and several verbs 
with texts that extend to approximately 1,000 words. 

Reading age 8.5–9.0

Levels 23, 24, 24/25
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Silve

Reading age 9.0–10.0

Levels 25, 26
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy
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Nearly all animals are in danger of being hunted and eaten by other animals. 
Many animals have developed ways of protecting themselves from predators.

Some animals protect themselves by hiding: 

• in tree hollows 

• in burrows in the ground

• under rocks and logs. 

 How Animals  
Protect Themselves

Pamela Rushby
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The Spinifex Hopping Mouse 
hides in a burrow.

The chameleon protects 
itself by blending into  
its surroundings.

Some animals, such as deer and rabbits, run away –  
very fast! Some animals use behaviours to scare 
predators away. They enlarge themselves, or use the 
markings on their bodies to look like bigger animals. 

Other animals mimic their surroundings and blend 
into the background, so predators will not see them.

Some animals have sharp spines or hard scales on  
their bodies. Predators find it difficult to attack these animals.

Several animals use smells and poison to protect themselves from predators.
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Story by Michael Pryor 

Illustrations by Heath McKenzie
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It was 1914. Australia was at war. I had decided to join the army.  

I was excited, but I was also sad, because I would have to leave  

my very special horse, Sunny, behind. 

Then, I heard that I could take Sunny into the army with me if I joined  

the Light Horse Brigade. So that is what I did. 

Finally, the day came when we left to go and fight the enemy overseas.  

One hundred horses from the Light Horse Brigade walked in rows along 

the main street of the city, towards the wharf. The other soldiers and I 

wore smart uniforms and had emu feathers fluttering in our slouch hats. 

We looked magnificent!

Crowds of people lined the footpaths, and waved and cheered  

as we went past. 

Our horses were Walers. They were a very strong breed of horse that could  

gallop quickly and carry heavy loads over long distances. They could also 

survive on small amounts of food and water, when they had to.  

Horses like my Sunny were just what the army wanted. 

By the time our ship reached Egypt, I was very worried about Sunny. 

I couldn’t wait to get her off the ship.

Finally, I led Sunny up the ramp to the upper deck and out into 

the sunlight. It was the first ray of sunshine she had seen in weeks. 

Her head was drooping and she was unsteady on her legs.

“Come on, Sunny, you can make it,” I said, quietly. 

Then, as I led her down the ramp and onto the wharf, 

she caught a breath of fresh air. 

Her head came up, and she snuffed at the air. 

For the first time in weeks, she looked interested 

in her surroundings. I reached up to pat her, 

and she swung her head onto my shoulder 

and nuzzled at my face. 

I hugged her in relief. “You’re going to be all right, 

Sunny,” I told her. “You’re going to be all right!”

Retell this Recount
Read this recount again.
Record yourself as you retell the recount.
Listen to the recording.
Check! Did you remember most things in the recount?

Questions about My Horse Sunny
1 What is a ‘Light Horse Brigade’?
2 Why did people cheer as the Light Horse Brigade went past?
3 Why were horses like Sunny just what the army wanted?
4 Why did some horses refuse to walk up the ramp onto the ship?
5 What happened when the sea became rough?
6 What made the air stuffy below deck?
7 Why did the weather become hotter as the ship sailed north?
8 Why did the narrator stay with Sunny as much as he could?
9 Where did the sea voyage end?
10 Why did Sunny swing her head onto the narrator’s shoulder and nuzzle his face?

My Horse Sunny
By Pamela Rushby

Illustrations by Michael Camilleri
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Sentences with two or three clauses and 
several verbs become more common at 
Silver level. Texts at this level extend to 
around 1000 words.

A wide range of text forms including 
journals, verses, newspaper reports and 
persuasive letters. Topics include healthy 
eating, volunteering in the community, 
and technology in art, design, media and 
communications.
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith

Bike
Safety
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Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM O ange 

Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 
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PM Emerald Reading age 9.0–10.0 • Levels 25, 26

• Encourage students to engage with a wide range of text forms, including 
journals, verses, newspaper reports, and persuasive letters. 

• Introduce topics such as healthy eating, volunteering in the community,  
and technology in art, design, media, and communications. 

Reading age 8.5–9.0

Levels 23, 24, 24/25
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy
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Reading age 9.0–10.0
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• Oral Literacy
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Nearly all animals are in danger of being hunted and eaten by other animals. 
Many animals have developed ways of protecting themselves from predators.

Some animals protect themselves by hiding: 

• in tree hollows 

• in burrows in the ground

• under rocks and logs. 

 How Animals  
Protect Themselves
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The Spinifex Hopping Mouse 
hides in a burrow.

The chameleon protects 
itself by blending into  
its surroundings.

Some animals, such as deer and rabbits, run away –  
very fast! Some animals use behaviours to scare 
predators away. They enlarge themselves, or use the 
markings on their bodies to look like bigger animals. 

Other animals mimic their surroundings and blend 
into the background, so predators will not see them.

Some animals have sharp spines or hard scales on  
their bodies. Predators find it difficult to attack these animals.

Several animals use smells and poison to protect themselves from predators.
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It was 1914. Australia was at war. I had decided to join the army.  

I was excited, but I was also sad, because I would have to leave  

my very special horse, Sunny, behind. 

Then, I heard that I could take Sunny into the army with me if I joined  

the Light Horse Brigade. So that is what I did. 

Finally, the day came when we left to go and fight the enemy overseas.  

One hundred horses from the Light Horse Brigade walked in rows along 

the main street of the city, towards the wharf. The other soldiers and I 

wore smart uniforms and had emu feathers fluttering in our slouch hats. 

We looked magnificent!

Crowds of people lined the footpaths, and waved and cheered  

as we went past. 

Our horses were Walers. They were a very strong breed of horse that could  

gallop quickly and carry heavy loads over long distances. They could also 

survive on small amounts of food and water, when they had to.  

Horses like my Sunny were just what the army wanted. 

By the time our ship reached Egypt, I was very worried about Sunny. 

I couldn’t wait to get her off the ship.

Finally, I led Sunny up the ramp to the upper deck and out into 

the sunlight. It was the first ray of sunshine she had seen in weeks. 

Her head was drooping and she was unsteady on her legs.

“Come on, Sunny, you can make it,” I said, quietly. 

Then, as I led her down the ramp and onto the wharf, 

she caught a breath of fresh air. 

Her head came up, and she snuffed at the air. 

For the first time in weeks, she looked interested 

in her surroundings. I reached up to pat her, 

and she swung her head onto my shoulder 

and nuzzled at my face. 

I hugged her in relief. “You’re going to be all right, 

Sunny,” I told her. “You’re going to be all right!”

Retell this Recount
Read this recount again.
Record yourself as you retell the recount.
Listen to the recording.
Check! Did you remember most things in the recount?

Questions about My Horse Sunny
1 What is a ‘Light Horse Brigade’?
2 Why did people cheer as the Light Horse Brigade went past?
3 Why were horses like Sunny just what the army wanted?
4 Why did some horses refuse to walk up the ramp onto the ship?
5 What happened when the sea became rough?
6 What made the air stuffy below deck?
7 Why did the weather become hotter as the ship sailed north?
8 Why did the narrator stay with Sunny as much as he could?
9 Where did the sea voyage end?
10 Why did Sunny swing her head onto the narrator’s shoulder and nuzzle his face?

My Horse Sunny
By Pamela Rushby

Illustrations by Michael Camilleri
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Sentences with two or three clauses and 
several verbs become more common at 
Silver level. Texts at this level extend to 
around 1000 words.

A wide range of text forms including 
journals, verses, newspaper reports and 
persuasive letters. Topics include healthy 
eating, volunteering in the community, 
and technology in art, design, media and 
communications.
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?

Bike 
Safety

Annette Smith
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Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
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how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0
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• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 
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PM Ruby Reading age 10.0–11.0 • Levels 27, 28

• Encourage students to interact with a selection of stories chosen for their range 
of content, characters, discussion topics, narratives, and points of view. 

A selection of stories chosen for their 
range of content, characters, discussion 
topics, narratives and points of view.

Written to suit the interests of eleven to 
twelve year olds. Non-fiction texts focus on 
exploration, social justice, and advances in 
technology over a range of text types.

Reading age 11.0–12.0

Levels 29, 30
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Sapphi e

Reading age 10.0–11.0

Levels 27, 28
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Ruby
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Increase in word count, more pages and chapters are introduced in narratives, 
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along with opportunities for teaching students how to break difficult words down 
into smaller parts or syllables.

Increasing introduction of irregular 
high-frequency words. 
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Bridges for Children
People can move from one place 

to another place on a bridge. 

Children’s playgrounds  

have lots of bridges.  

They are fun to play on.

These bridges can be big or small.  

They can be up in the air,  

or near the ground. 

Bridges in children’s playgrounds 

have to be safe.

Playground bridges have sides 

for children to put their hands on.

Other Playground Bridges
Some playgrounds are made 

to look like boats or castles.

Some look like rocket ships.

There are bridges  

in these playgrounds, too.

The bridges in this big playground 

are a long way up in the air.  

Children have fun

on playground bridges. 

They try new things and find out

how to keep themselves safe.

Retell this Information Report
Read this information report again.
Record yourself as you retell the information report.
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the information report?

Questions about Playground Bridges
Why do playground bridges have sides?
Why do playground bridges have to be safe?
What are some playground bridges made from?
Why do small children like bridges that look like tunnels?
Why are enormous bridges in playgrounds for older children? 
What are some other playgrounds made to look like?
Why do children have fun on playground bridges?
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I think riding a bike is a great way for children 

to have fun in the outdoors. 

Riding a bike helps them to keep fit  

and stay healthy.

But children must remember  

that bikes are vehicles. 

They are vehicles for getting safely 

from one place to another. 

There are lots of things children need to know 

about keeping themselves safe  

when riding bikes.

Riding Bikes

Young children can ride bikes

on grass in their backyards

or on paths at parks.

They will soon know how to start

and stop without falling off.

Then, they can practise riding in a line,

and turning corners safely.

I don’t think children should ride bikes 

on roads until they know the road rules,

and how to stay safe.

Retell this Exposition
Read this exposition again.
Record yourself as you retell the exposition. 
Listen to the recording. 
Check! Did you remember most things in the exposition?

Questions about Bike Safety
Why should children wear a helmet every time they ride a bike?
Where can people buy the right bike helmet?
Why do the straps on a helmet have to be done up?
How can children check if a bike is the right size?
How should the tyres feel when they are pushed?
Why do the brakes on a bike always have to work well?
Why do young children have to practise riding in a line?
Why do children need to know the road rules?
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Increase in word count, more pages and 
chapters are introduced in narratives, 
and non-fiction becomes more important. 
Three-syllable words are introduced along 
with opportunities for teaching students 
how to break difficult words down into 
smaller parts or syllables.

Reading age 6.5–7.0

Levels 15, 16, 16/17
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy
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Reading age 7.0–7.5

Levels 17, 18, 18/19
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy

PM Tu quoise 
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PM Sapphire Reading age 11.0–12.0 • Levels 29, 30

• Match the interests of students who are 11–12 years old with nonfiction texts that 
focus on exploration, social justice, and advances in technology

A selection of stories chosen for their 
range of content, characters, discussion 
topics, narratives and points of view.

Written to suit the interests of eleven to 
twelve year olds. Non-fiction texts focus on 
exploration, social justice, and advances in 
technology over a range of text types.

Reading age 11.0–12.0

Levels 29, 30
• Reading
• Writing
• Oral Literacy
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Title Not included in 
HMH Into Reading Genre F/NF F&P Lexile® Grade Page 

Count
Word 
Count

Baby Lamb Is Hungry Realistic Fiction F C 220L K-1 16 83

Baby Lamb's First Drink * Fantasy F C 140L K-1 16 64

Baby Owls, The Fantasy F C 180L K-1 16 92

Ben's Teddy Bear * Realistic Fiction F D 110L K-1 16 68

Ben's Treasure Hunt Realistic Fiction F D 180L K-1 16 102

Birthday Cake For Ben, A * Realistic Fiction F C 160L K-1 16 62

Bumper Cars, The * Realistic Fiction F C 210L K-1 16 94

Eggs For Breakfast * Informational NF D 140L K-1 16 126

Father Bear Goes Fishing Fantasy F D 210L K-1 16 98

Flower Girl, The * Realistic Fiction F C 210L K-1 16 90

Hide And Seek Realistic Fiction F D 190L K-1 16 107

Home For Little Teddy, A * Fantasy F D 190L K-1 16 153

Kitty And The Birds * Fantasy F C 150L K-1 16 76

Little Bird And The Bath Realistic Fiction F C 130L K-1 16 64

Lizard Loses His Tail Realistic Fiction F D 160L K-1 16 56

Look Up, Look Down * Informational NF D 150L K-1 16 161

Merry-Go-Round, The * Realistic Fiction F C 140L K-1 16 84

Monkey's Big Bike Fantasy F C 330L K-1 16 67

Photo Book, The * Realistic Fiction F C 40L K-1 16 50

Red And Blue And Yellow Informational NF D 200L K-1 16 98

Roof And A Door, A * Informational NF D 180L K-1 16 79

Sally And The Big Slide * Realistic Fiction F C 200L K-1 16 84

Sally And The Daisy * Realistic Fiction F C 100L K-1 16 60

Tall Things Informational NF D 150L K-1 16 83

Tiger, Tiger * Realistic Fiction F C 90L K-1 16 55

Two Eyes, Two Ears Informational NF D 230L K-1 16 63

Wake Up Sam * Realistic Fiction F C 120L K-1 16 53

Wake Up, Dad * Realistic Fiction F C 10L K-1 16 67

Where Is Baby Bear? * Fantasy F D 170L K-1 16 98

Where Is Hannah Realistic Fiction F D 190L K-1 16 141

*These titles are not part of the HMH Into Reading 2020 program.
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*These titles are not part of the HMH Into Reading 2020 program.

Title Not included in 
HMH Into Reading Genre F/NF F&P Lexile® Grade Page 

Count
Word 
Count

Baby Bear Goes Fishing * Fantasy F E 250L 1 16 112

Baby Hippo Realistic Fiction F D 250L 1 16 118

Ben's Dad * Realistic Fiction F E 210L 1 16 103

Blackberries * Fantasy F D 230L 1 16 107

Brave Father Mouse * Realistic Fiction F D 200L 1 16 92

Choosing A Puppy * Realistic Fiction F E 280L 1 16 158

Fire! Fire! * Realistic Fiction F E 190L 1 16 164

Friend For Little White Rabbit, A * Fantasy F E 250L 1 16 113

Hermit Crab Realistic Fiction F E 200L 1 16 111

Hungry Kitten, The Fantasy F D 250L 1 16 91

Jet Can Fly * Fantasy F D 220L 1 16 115

Jolly Roger, The Pirate * Realistic Fiction F D 210L 1 16 140

Josh's Scooter Realistic Fiction F E 340L 1 16 151

Kitty Cat And The Frog Fantasy F E 270L 1 16 150

Little Bulldozer Realistic Fiction F E 290L 1 16 170

Little Green Car, The Realistic Fiction F D 240L 1 16 123

Lucky Day For Little Dinosaur, A Fantasy F E 380L 1 16 135

Lucky Goes To Dog School * Realistic Fiction F E 160L 1 16 127

My Big Brother * Informational NF F 160L 1 16 103

My Dad * Informational NF F 280L 1 16 114

My Grandma And Grandpa * Informational NF F 330L 1 16 130

My Little Sister * Informational NF F 390L 1 16 119

New Baby, The * Realistic Fiction F E 250L 1 16 133

Our Baby * Informational NF F 200L 1 16 90

Our Mom * Informational NF F 330L 1 16 118

Sally And The Sparrows * Realistic Fiction F E 340L 1 16 151

Sally's Beans * Realistic Fiction F D 230L 1 16 139

Seagull Is Clever * Realistic Fiction F E 190L 1 16 98

Soccer At The Park * Realistic Fiction F E 270L 1 16 131

Tiny And The Big Wave * Realistic Fiction F E 280L 1 16 168
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*These titles are not part of the HMH Into Reading 2020 program.

Title Not included in 
HMH Into Reading Genre F/NF F&P Lexile® Grade Page 

Count
Word 
Count

Baby Bear's Present * Fantasy F F 280L 1 16 206

Best Cake, The * Realistic Fiction F F #N/A 1 16 #N/A

Big Trampoline, The * Realistic Fiction F G #N/A 1 16 #N/A

Birthday Balloons * Realistic Fiction F F 330L 1 16 182

Chug The Tractor * Fantasy F F 330L 1 16 211

Come On Tim * Realistic Fiction F G 280L 1 16 198

Dentist, The * Informational NF H #N/A 1-2 16 #N/A

Doctor, The * Informational NF G #N/A 1-2 16 #N/A

Duck With A Broken Wing, The * Realistic Fiction F F #N/A 1 16 #N/A

Honey For Baby Bear * Fantasy F F 270L 1 16 187

House In The Tree, The * Realistic Fiction F F #N/A 1 16 #N/A

Jolly Roger And The Fish * Realistic Fiction F F 290L 1 16 193

Late For Soccer * Realistic Fiction F G 240L 1 16 182

Lion And The Mouse, The * Traditional Literature F G #N/A 1 16 #N/A

Lion And The Rabbit, The * Traditional Literature F F #N/A 1 16 #N/A

Little Ant And The White Bird, The Fantasy F F #N/A 1 16 #N/A

Little Bulldozer Helps Again * Fantasy F F 310L 1 16 199

Locked Out * Realistic Fiction F G 290L 1 16 195

Lost At The Fun Park * Realistic Fiction F F 310L 1 16 192

Magpie's Baking Day * Traditional Literature F F 210L 1 16 132

Mom Is Late Realistic Fiction F G 320L 1 16 203

Mushrooms For Dinner * Realistic Fiction F G 330L 1 16 177

Optometrist, The * Informational NF G 330L 1 16 191

Our Parents * Informational NF G 400L 1-2 16 142

Sally's Friends * Realistic Fiction F F 280L 1 16 128

Tabby In The Tree * Realistic Fiction F F #N/A 1 16 #N/A

Teacher, The * Informational NF G 340L 1-2 16 155

Tiger Runs Away * Realistic Fiction F F 320L 1 16 214

Tim's Favorite Toy * Realistic Fiction F F 320L 1 16 209

Vet, The Informational NF G 360L 1-2 16 208
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PM Green

*These titles are not part of the HMH Into Reading 2020 program.

Title Not included in 
HMH Into Reading Genre F/NF F&P Lexile® Grade Page 

Count
Word 
Count

Ben's Tooth * Realistic Fiction F H 330L 1-2 16 197

Best Photo, The * Realistic Fiction F H #N/A 1-2 16 #N/A

Brave Triceratops * Fantasy F G 310L 1-2 16 179

Buddy Realistic Fiction F H 450L 1-2 16 251

Candelight * Realistic Fiction F G 330L 1-2 16 226

Clever Penguins, The * Fantasy F G #N/A 1-2 16 #N/A

Cross-Country Race, The * Realistic Fiction F H #N/A 1-2 16 #N/A

Dragon Story, The * Realistic Fiction F H #N/A 1-2 16 #N/A

Duckling Rescue! * Realistic Fiction F G 320L 1-2 16 217

Father Bear's Surprise * Fantasy F H 420L 1-2 16 225

Flood, The * Realistic Fiction F H #N/A 1-2 16 #N/A

Flying Fish, The * Realistic Fiction F H #N/A 1-2 16 #N/A

Fox and the Stork, The Traditional Literature F H #N/A 1-2 16 #N/A

House-Hunting * Fantasy F G 370L 1-2 16 223

In The Afternoon * Informational NF H 360L 1-2 16 156

In The Morning * Informational NF H 410L 1-2 16 218

Island Picnic, The * Realistic Fiction F H #N/A 1-2 16 #N/A

Joey * Realistic Fiction F H 410L 1-2 16 241

Little Red Bus, The * Realistic Fiction F H #N/A 1-2 16 #N/A

Mom's Phone Number * Realistic Fiction F G 320L 1-2 16 221

Mrs. Spider's Beautiful Web * Fantasy F H 310L 1-2 16 211

Pepper's Adventure * Realistic Fiction F H 490L 1-2 16 263

Playing A Trick On Jolly Roger * Realistic Fiction F H 330L 1-2 16 234

Rescue, The * Realistic Fiction F H 370L 1-2 16 154

Ten Little Garden Snails * Traditional Literature F H #N/A 1-2 16 #N/A

Try Again, Hannah * Realistic Fiction F H 470L 1-2 16 228

Walking In The Autumn * Informational NF I 510L 1-2 16 206

Walking In The Spring * Informational NF H 430L 1-2 16 168

Walking In The Summer * Informational NF H 440L 1-2 16 235

Walking In The Winter * Informational NF I 470L 1-2 16 251
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PM Orange

*These titles are not part of the HMH Into Reading 2020 program.

Title Not included in 
HMH Into Reading Genre F/NF F&P Lexile® Grade Page 

Count
Word 
Count

Animals That Live Under The Ground Informational NF I 490L 1-2 16 307

Apples For Sale! Realistic Fiction F I 440L 1-2 16 338

Country School, The Realistic Fiction F H 450L 1-2 16 261

Creek At The Farm, The Realistic Fiction F I 490L 1-2 16 338

Home For Tiny Turtle, A * Realistic Fiction F I 500L 1-2 16 315

How To Make A Racing Car * Informational NF I 470L 1-2 16 268

Missing Bag, The Realistic Fiction F I 450L 1-2 16 369

Nippers Beach Fun * Realistic Fiction F I 420L 1-2 16 315

Our Beach Camping Ground * Informational NF I 500L 1-2 16 293

Our Five Senses Informational NF I 380L 1-2 16 272

Polo The Guide Dog Puppy * Realistic Fiction F I 430L 1-2 16 338

Pop's Old Car Realistic Fiction F I 560L 1-2 16 308

Sleeping At School! * Realistic Fiction F I 430L 1-2 16 312

The Peacock And The Crane Realistic Fiction F I 380L 1-2 16 309

The Ribbon Dance * Realistic Fiction F I 430L 1-2 16 306

The Scooter Race Realistic Fiction F I 560L 1-2 16 294

Troll Under The Bridge, The Fantasy F I 480L 1-2 16 352

Visit To The Butterfly House, A Realistic Fiction F I 480L 1-2 16 302

Windy Days Informational NF I 450L 1-2 16 299

World Around Me, The * Realistic Fiction F I 500L 1-2 16 374
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PM Turquoise

*These titles are not part of the HMH Into Reading 2020 program.

Title Not included in 
HMH Into Reading Genre F/NF F&P Lexile® Grade Page 

Count
Word 
Count

All About Bikes Informational NF J 510L 2 16 408

Class Slide Show, The * Realistic Fiction F J 470L 2 16 483

Crabs Informational NF J 440L 2 16 465

Dad, The Bird Caller Realistic Fiction F J 520L 2 16 414

Dairy Farmers Informational NF J 530L 2 16 431

Flightless Birds Informational NF K 480L 2 16 436

Go! Go! Go! * Realistic Fiction F K 500L 2 16 528

Homes For Everyone Informational NF J 500L 2 16 418

Mai's Bus Ride * Realistic Fiction F J 480L 2 16 366

Making A Mobile * Informational NF J 480L 2 16 245

Making A Toy Parachute * Informational NF J 480L 2 16 487

Ms. Higgs Starts School Realistic Fiction F J 490L 2 16 531

My Book Of Poems * Realistic Fiction F N/A NP 2 16 656

My Musical Instrument * Informational NF J 470L 2 16 455

Our Day In The Big City Realistic Fiction F J 500L 2 16 427

Princess And The Pea, The Traditional Literature F J 510L 2 16 504

Saving Crumble * Realistic Fiction F J 490L 2 16 422

Sun And The Sea, The * Fantasy F J 490L 2 16 384

Water Sports Informational NF J 520L 2 16 433

What A Day! * Realistic Fiction F J 540L 2 16 433
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PM Purple

22

*These titles are not part of the HMH Into Reading 2020 program.

Title Not included in 
HMH Into Reading Genre F/NF F&P Lexile® Grade Page 

Count
Word 
Count

All About Masks Informational NF L 540L 2 24 659

Animals Of The Rainforest Informational NF K 560L 2 24 523

Best Animal In The Forest, The Fantasy F K 530L 2 16 488

Blue Lake * Informational NF K 470L 2 16 459

Brave Warrior's Lesson, The Realistic Fiction F K 450L 2 24 568

Emily's Surprise Realistic Fiction F K 500L 2 16 523

Flamenco Music And Dance Informational NF K 500L 2 24 579

Lizards Informational NF K 540L 2 24 646

Making A Clown Piñata * Informational NF K 470L 2 16 373

Making A Model Sports Stadium * Informational NF K 520L 2 16 367

New Friend, A Realistic Fiction F K 520L 2 16 527

Night Work Informational NF K 540L 2 16 478

Rainforest And Other Poems, The * Informational NF N/A NP 2 24 547

School Rule, The * Realistic Fiction F K 510L 2 16 471

Stars Of Lane 12, The * Realistic Fiction F K 540L 2 16 573

Storm, The Realistic Fiction F K 520L 2 24 574

Visit To Gold Town, A Realistic Fiction F K 540L 2 24 564

What Is Soil? Informational NF K 480L 2 24 512

Why People Should Visit Uluru * Informational NF L 640L 2 16 460

Wind And The Sun, The Traditional Literature F K 520L 2 24 543



PM Gold
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*These titles are not part of the HMH Into Reading 2020 program.

Title Not included in 
HMH Into Reading Genre F/NF F&P Lexile® Grade Page 

Count
Word 
Count

Acrobat And Other Poems, The * Traditional Literature F N/A NP 2 24 932

After-School Activities Are Great * Realistic Fiction F L 610L 2 24 692

All About Spiders Informational NF M 560L 2 24 699

Cicada Concert, The Realistic Fiction F L 530L 2 24 692

From Plastic Bottles To Clothes Informational NF L 530L 2 24 715

Guinea Pig Rescue, The Realistic Fiction F L 480L 2 24 783

How To Put On A Class Play Realistic Fiction F L 620L 2 24 711

Jellyfish And Octopuses Informational NF M 580L 2 24 888

Large Trucks Informational NF L 600L 2 24 763

Mississippi River, The Informational NF M 730L 2 24 988

Moon Festival, The Realistic Fiction F M 550L 2 24 734

Mr. Jacobi Helps Out Realistic Fiction F L 610L 2 24 558

Race Through Space * Informational NF L 590L 2 24 837

Sophia's Big Wedding * Realistic Fiction F L 530L 2 24 730

Space Holiday Fantasy F L 560L 2 24 736

V-ro-om! Realistic Fiction F L 540L 2 24 750

Why Animals Migrate Informational NF M 700L 2 24 783

Winter Sports Informational NF K 590L 2 24 772

Working Dogs Informational NF M 560L 2 24 886

Zac's New Act Realistic Fiction F L 640L 2 24 744



PM Silver

*These titles are not part of the HMH Into Reading 2020 program.

Title Not included in 
HMH Into Reading Genre F/NF F&P Lexile® Grade Page 

Count
Word 
Count

Airplanes Informational NF P 850L 3 24 1314

All About Sharks Informational NF O 600L 3 24 1022

Animals With Armor Informational NF O 630L 3 24 1533

Camp Buddies Realistic Fiction F O 490L 3 24 1140

Cooper's Big Speech * Realistic Fiction F N 530L 3 24 1110

Exercise For Everyone Informational NF N 580L 3 24 1016

Heavy Machines * Informational NF O 920L 3 24 1437

Indoor Forest, The Realistic Fiction F O 560L 3 24 1314

Long-Distance Running Informational NF N 810L 3 24 1142

Mysterious Time Capsule, The Realistic Fiction F O 650L 3 24 1530

Olivia's First Surf Realistic Fiction F N 580L 3 24 1211

Our Brother Andy * Realistic Fiction F Q 620L 3 24 1585

Outdoor Art Activities * Informational NF O 580L 3 24 1027

People Who Live In Antarctica * Informational NF N 890L 3 24 1236

Percy To The Rescue Realistic Fiction F N 500L 3 24 1008

Saving The Hens Realistic Fiction F N 600L 3 24 1140

Sleeping Beauty: A Modern Tale Fantasy F O 560L 3 24 1435

Troublesome Terrarium, The Fantasy F O 690L 3 24 1489

What A Night! Realistic Fiction F N 560L 3 24 990

Windy Nights And Other Poems * Traditional Literature F N/A NP 3 24 1377
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PM Emerald

*These titles are not part of the HMH Into Reading 2020 program.

Title Not included in 
HMH Into Reading Genre F/NF F&P Lexile® Grade Page 

Count
Word 
Count

Alex The Super Soccer Striker Realistic Fiction F P 620L 3-4 32 1932

Arctic Circle, The Informational NF Q 940L 3-4 32 1885

Community Cares And Shares, A Informational NF P 900L 3-4 32 1742

Dog Day! * Realistic Fiction F O 570L 3-4 32 2124

Everglades, The Informational NF R 900L 3-4 32 2168

Exploring Caves Informational NF S 970L 3-4 32 3043

Famous Bridges Informational NF R 990L 3-4 32 2321

Food We Eat: Then And Now Informational NF Q 960L 3-4 32 2129

Great Barrier Reef, The Informational NF Q 970L 3-4 32 1872

Hector's Electro-Pet Shop Realistic Fiction F P 760L 3-4 32 1708

High-Speed Trains Informational NF R 1040L 3-4 32 1708

Luca's Adventures In Florence Realistic Fiction F Q 660L 3-4 32 2661

Making Art With Light * Informational NF P 610L 3-4 32 1491

Moving On Realistic Fiction F P 600L 3-4 32 2067

My Brother Harry * Realistic Fiction F P 620L 3-4 32 2183

Mystery at Number 7, The Realistic Fiction F P 610L 3-4 32 2355

Popcorn The Wonder Pony * Realistic Fiction F O 590L 3-4 32 1711

Runaway Alien Fantasy F O 610L 3-4 32 2012

Swimming Pool Project, The Realistic Fiction F O 620L 3-4 32 1732

Water Cycle, The Informational NF R 830L 3-4 32 2160
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PM Ruby

*These titles are not part of the HMH Into Reading 2020 program.

Title Not included in 
HMH Into Reading Genre F/NF F&P Lexile® Grade Page 

Count
Word 
Count

Amazing Stories Of Survival Informational NF R 940L 4 32 2510

Banding Together * Realistic Fiction F R 650L 4 48 5008

Beatbox Brothers Realistic Fiction F Q 640L 4 48 3820

Fool's Gold Realistic Fiction F Q 640L 4 48 3912

Gadget Girl Fantasy F R 630L 4 48 4394

How Animals Communicate Realistic Fiction F S 970L 4 32 3017

Megafauna Mega-Fright! Realistic Fiction F R 760L 4 48 3621

Motorcycles * Informational NF R 960L 4 32 2226

Night Skies Informational NF U 910L 4 32 2681

Orange Grove Mystery, The Realistic Fiction F R 650L 4 48 4041

Play On! Realistic Fiction F R 720L 4 48 5001

Power Of Wind, The Informational NF T 970L 4 32 3482

Shipwrecked! Realistic Fiction F R 660L 4 48 4364

Special Effects: Bringing Movies To 
Life *

Informational NF S 1060L 4 32 2999

Thea And The Think-It-Arium Fantasy F P 810L 4 48 3099

Time And Clocks Informational NF T 980L 4 32 2263

Unusual Buildings Informational NF S 1050L 4 32 2550

Wildfire Realistic Fiction F R 750L 4 48 4554

Working High And Low Informational NF R 1040L 4 32 2730

World's Greatest Trails, The Informational NF Q 1040L 4 32 2841
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PM Sapphire

*These titles are not part of the HMH Into Reading 2020 program.

Title Not included in 
HMH Into Reading Genre F/NF F&P Lexile® Grade Page 

Count
Word 
Count

Amazon Rainforest, The Informational NF T 1070L 5 32 3120

Beware Of The Mist Fantasy F T 510L 5 64 8613

Cars: Past, Present And Future Informational NF T 1040L 5 32 3089

Digging Up The Past Informational NF T 1030L 5 32 2513

Explosive Volcanoes Informational NF U 1000L 5 32 2887

Friends Forever! * Realistic Fiction F S 670L 5 64 7242

Intrepid Journeys Informational NF S 1080L 5 32 2762

Mapping The World Informational NF U 1070 5 32 2755

Passing Through * Realistic Fiction F U 680L 5 64 8275

Riverboat Boy Realistic Fiction F T 1020L 5 64 6376

Rosamund Zeph: Futuristic Chef Fantasy F R 800L 5 56 7361

Sarah's Story * Realistic Fiction F T 620L 5 56 7846

Secondhand Superstars Realistic Fiction F S 780L 5 56 7171

Space Technology Informational NF V 1060L 5 32 3353

Stranded In Space Fantasy F R 700L 5 56 5805

Tennis Club Tension Realistic Fiction F S 750L 5 56 6404

They Fought For Justice Realistic Fiction F U 1040L 5 32 3069

Tyler Wong Goes To China * Realistic Fiction F T 660L 5 64 11498

Unexplained Mysteries Realistic Fiction F U 1010L 5 32 3586

Working At An Airport Informational NF S 1120L 5 32 2804
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